A. WEAPON FUNCTIONS

BATTERY INSTALLATION

Loosen screw and slide battery compartment cover down and remove. Insert two "AA" batteries.

Screw

Battery Compartment Cover

"AA" Batteries

CAUTION: To avoid battery leakage,
(1) Be sure to insert the batteries correctly and always follow the toy and battery manufacturer's instructions.
(2) Do not mix old and new batteries or alkali, standard (Carbon-zinc) or rechargeable batteries.
(3) Always remove exhausted or dead batteries from the product.

BLAST PANEL LOADING AND FIRING

A. Set center blast panel in place as shown. B. Insert side blast panels. C. Holding all 3 together, press down, locking into place.

D. Press tab on arm in direction of arrow to fire blast panels.

MISSILE LOADING AND FIRING GUNS

Slide lever to release gun from turret and lower over shoulders. A. To load gun, line up missiles with notch as shown. B. To activate lights, pull tab out slightly. Pull tab all the way out to fire missiles.

NOTE: Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be re-attached if separation does occur. Adult super
**B. Ground Assault Mode**

**STEP 1**
- **A.** Guns and Turret
- **B.** Canopy

From beast mode, raise guns and turret then pull canopy down. Lower guns again.

**STEP 2**
- **A.** Open shoulders.
- **B.** Raise chest panel and swing wheel out.
- **C.** Close shoulders.

**STEP 3**
- **A.** Rotate gun assembly and canopy as shown.
- **B.** Holding canopy, rotate gun and turret assembly only around as shown.

**STEP 4**
- **A.** Hidden Energon Chip
- **B.** Hole

Rotate and position arms as shown. Insert pins into holes on sides of wheel bracket. Rub hidden Energon Chip to reveal true allegiance.

**STEP 5**
- **A.** Wheel Panel
- **B.** Wheel Panel

Join legs together with pin in hole. Flip wheel panels around.

**STEP 6**
- **A.** Missiles
- **B.** Canopy
- **C.** Thruster
- **D.** Feet

Lay down, position feet as shown, angling knee joint. Position canopy back as shown. Position wings. Pull back on thruster to activate lights and fire missiles. Convert to C. Hypersonic Attack Mode next.

**NOTE:** Reverse the order of instructions to convert each robot back into animal mode.
C. Hypersonic Attack Mode

**STEP 1**
Separate hands and pull arms out at shoulders as shown.

**STEP 2**
- Shoulder
- Hole
- Pin

Pull shoulders out. Fold wheel into chest and rotate chest/wheel assembly as shown. Pin shoulders back together. Position outer wings.

**STEP 3**
Flip up rear wheel panels. Position rear wings and hands as shown. Then lower canopy into position. You can fire missiles and eject blast panels in this mode. Convert to D. Robot Mode next.
**D. Robot Mode**

**STEP 1**
Position arms and large wings as shown. Rip feet down. Position hands.

- Large Wing

**STEP 2**
From back, A. Pull shoulders out. B. Raise chest, pull wheel out. Fold beast head back into chest and close chest. Separate wheels as shown. C. Rotate arms/shoulders forward. Find second hole and insert peg into it.

- Wheel Halves

**STEP 3**
Rotate gun assembly up and canopy around.

- Gun Assembly

**STEP 4**
Rotate gun down. Push canopy up. From top of guns, rotate robot head up. Rotate torso around.

- Robot Head
- Gun
- Canopy
- Canopy
Attach blast panels to shoulders to become armor as shown. Position thumb and place attack weapon in hand.